Flags for FIM Sessions- Our Stations
Start/Finish is not covered.
New This Year: All FIM Flags Shown Waving
Green Flag: - Waving Only
- The track is clear.
- Shown at each flag marshal post for the first lap of each practice
session and of the warm up, for the sighting lap(s) and for the
warm up lap.
- Shown at the flag marshal post immediately after an incident that
required yellow flags.
Yellow Flag: - Waving Only
- Typically three waved yellows will be shown before an incident.
On very fast parts of the track there may be four. Work with
flagging control.
- NEW: A Single Yellow Flag indicates that there is a danger ahead
beside the track.
- NEW: Double Yellow Flags indicates that the track is partially or
fully blocked.
Red Flag: –Waving Only
Indicates that a race or session is being stopped.
Do not show this flag unless you are completely sure that you have
clear direction from Flagging Control to do so. You will heard
the direction – “All Stations – Red Flag”.
Yellow with Red Stripes: Waving Only
FIM: Surface condition change other than rain.
White Flag with Diagonal Red Cross: - Waving Only
- Drops of rain on this section of the track. Also shown with yellow
and red striped flag to indicate rain – not just drops – on this part
of the circuit.
Blue Flag: Waving Only << Race Control Direction>>
- Indicates to a rider that he is about to be overtaken.
- Blue flag will also be shown to a rider leaving the pit lane if traffic
is approaching on the track. <<For us at the exit of Turn 2.>>

White Flag: - Waving Only
- Indicates that the riders are allowed to pit and change motorcycles.
This usually involves weather changes and rain tires.
Black Flag: - Waving Only
- This flag is used to tell one rider only to stop at the pits at the end
of the current lap.
<<Shown with number board>>
Black with Orange Disk: (Meatball) - Waving Only
- This flag is used to convey instructions to one rider only that his
motorcycle has mechanical problems likely to endanger himself or
others, and that he must immediately leave the track.
<<Shown with number board>>
Number Boards:

Shown with either the Black or Meatball Flag to convey
instructions to one rider only.

Flags for AMA Sessions
This list is for AMA flags shown at our stations.
Start/Finish is not covered.
Yellow Flag:
- Standing Yellow Flag: Indicates a potentially hazardous situation
on or near the track.
- Waving Yellow Flag: Indicates serious hazards on or near the
track.
- << Although there is no mention in the AMA rule book we
typically show a standing yellow flag ahead of every waving
yellow flag. >>
Red Flag: –Waving Only
Indicates that a race or session is being stopped.
Do not show this flag unless you are completely sure that you
have clear direction from Flagging Control to do so. You will
heard the direction – “All Stations – Red Flag”. Only then do
we show the Red Flag.
Yellow with Red Stripes: Standing Only
Indicates debris, fluid or a potentially hazardous situation on or near
the track. For rain, marshals may also point to the sky to indicate this
specific condition.
White Flag with Medical Red Cross: - Standing Only
- Indicates that ambulances, safety vehicles or emergency personnel
are on the course.

Blue Flag: Waving Only <<Races only >>
- Indicates to a rider that they are about to be overtaken or lapped.

AMA Flag Station List
The following flag stations will be used for flagging the AMA races. Please
work with Flagging Control to make sure we do our best job for the AMA.
Turn 1: ......... 1.2, 1.3
Turn 2: ......... 2.2, 2.4
Turn 3: ......... 3.3, 3.4
Turn 4: ......... 4.2, 4.3, 4.4
Turn 5: ......... 5.2, 5.3, 5.5
Turn 6: ......... 6.2
Turn 7: ......... 7.3
Turn 8: ......... 8.1, 8.3
Turn 8A: ...... 8a.1
Turn 9: ......... 9.1, 9.2, 9.4
Turn 10: ....... 10.1
Turn 11: ....... 11.2
Start/Finish:... 0.3
Flag stations will use the same designations during all sessions. If you are
Station 3.3 for the FIM sessions you will still be 3.3 for AMA sessions.

